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Four-gender systems in Indo-European1
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Universität Zürich
A long-established tenet of Indo-European linguistics says that grammatical 
gender systems all along the history of this language phylum were maximally 
tripartite and generally tended toward a reduction of gender contrasts. In this 
article, we shall show that this widely-held idea overlooks the existence of 
four-gender systems in a substantial part of the Romance language family, a 
fact that has in turn gone unnoticed so far. We shall provide an analysis of the 
relevant Romance data, a sketchy comparison with other four-gender systems 
described in linguistic typological research, and a detailed reconstruction of how 
the gender systems in question might have developed in the Latin-Romance 
transition.
Keywords: grammatical gender (target vs. controller), language change, Indo-
European/Romance historical linguistics, dialect variation
1. Introduction
In current studies on gender, in both the literature in linguistic typology 
and historical Indo-European linguistics, one invariably finds the claim 
that no Indo-European language has (or ever had) four grammatical 
genders. This is exemplified with the following quotation from Corbett’s 
WALS article ‘Number of genders’:
1 Thanks to Scott Collier and Alison Long for improving our English, as well as to Marcello 
Barbato, Walter Breu, Dunstan Brown, Marina Chumakina, Ashwini Deo, Ulli Dressler, 
Sebastian Fedden, Daniele Maggi, Carlotta Viti and one anonymous referee for comments 
and suggestions. Usual disclaimers apply. Although the article was conceived and developed 
jointly by the two authors, for academic purposes ML must be held responsible for sections 
1, 4, 4.3, 4.4 and 5, TP for sections 3, 4.1 and 4.2; section 2 was co-written.
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Given a gender system, the most common number of genders is two. [. . .] 
In Indo-European many languages retain three genders (like Icelandic and 
German), while many others have reduced to two (like French and Span-
ish); a minority has lost gender altogether (e.g. Eastern Armenian). Four-
gender systems are particularly prevalent in Nakh-Daghestanian languages 
(our sample includes Archi, Lak and Tsez), though they occur elsewhere 
too, as in the isolate Burushaski. (Corbett 2005: 127)
The descriptive topos, as seen in this quotation, goes on contrasting the 
maximally ternary gender system of IE with four-gender systems occur-
ring in other language families:
This system is not attested in Indo-European; it is found, however, in Buru-
shaski (isolate), Dyirbal (Pama-Nyungan), as well as in some NE Caucasian 
languages. (Matasović 2004: 22 n. 6)
Burushaski, for instance (an isolate language spoken in the Karakoram 
region in Pakistan), displays the gender (agreement) system exemplified in 
(1) with the absolutive forms of the 3rd singular pronoun (also serving as a 
definite article), the demonstrative ‘this’, the question word ‘which’ as well 
as the two numerals ‘one’ and ‘two’ (cf. Lorimer 1935: 14–25; Berger 1998: 
81–82, 100–102; Grune 1998: 3):
(1) Burushaski 3sg (abs) ‘this’ ‘which?’ ‘two’ ‘one’
hm = masculine 
(male humans)
ne khené
ámen altán hen
hf = feminine 
(female humans)
mo khomó
x = neuter1 (animals, 
countable objects)
se gusé ámes altác
han
y = neuter2 (mass 
nouns, abstracts)
te guté ámet altó
The system is semantically based: the genders labelled by Burushaski-
anists hm and hf are assigned to male vs. female humans respectively, as 
in e.g. ne hir ‘the.m.abs man(m).abs’ vs. mo gus ‘the.f.abs woman(f).abs’. 
As seen from the glosses, these two genders may as well be termed mas-
culine vs. feminine, though keeping in mind that, in contrast to IE, they 
are strictly determined by the semantics and restricted to humans. The 
two further genders, called x and y by Burushaskianists, are assigned to 
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non-humans (we shall term them here neuter1 vs. neuter2): the former is 
generally assigned to animals and countable objects, the latter generally to 
mass nouns and abstracts (although see section 4.3 for some exceptions), 
as exemplified by han/se haɣór ‘a.n/the.n1.abs horse(n1).abs’ vs. te ɣéndeṣ 
‘the.n2.abs gold(n2).abs’.
 In this article, we will show that there indeed exist some IE languages 
which do possess four distinct genders, and hence display a system that, 
despite the many differences, has some points in common with that of 
Burushaski. The article is organized as follows. In section 2, we shall suc-
cinctly review the literature on IE gender, in order to show that four-gender 
analyses are not usually proposed for any documented stage. In section 3, 
we shall review the basic notions from research on gender in linguistic 
typology on which our analysis is going to elaborate. In section 4 we shall 
move on to analyze the Italo-Romance data from Central-Southern dia-
lects which display a (previously unnoticed) four-gender system.
2. Gender in Indo-European: state of the art
Studies on IE gender agree in describing, for attested stages, and recon-
structing, for the non-documented past of this language phylum, a maxi-
mum of three genders. The only exception we are aware of is Stang (1945), 
who claimed that in PIE a fourth gender should be added to the commonly 
assumed three, viz. the collective. As shown in (2), this claim was motiv-
ated with the observation that collective nouns ending in *-ā (or *-eh2, with 
the laryngeal notation in (4) below) selected an agreement pattern of their 
own, also realized by the complex morpheme -e-h2 which was later cap-
tured into the inflectional system and gave rise to the neuter plural ending 
-ā/-a of the attested IE languages (e.g. Old Greek phýll-a ‘leaf(n)-nom/acc.
pl.n’, Latin castr-a ‘fortress(n)-nom/acc.pl.n’, Russian ókn-a ‘window(n)-
nom/acc.pl.n’ etc.):
(2) PIE gender according to Stang (1945: 282)
Adjective Determiner
Masculine *newos *so
Feminine *newā *sā
Neuter *newom *tot/-d
Collective *newā *tā
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The evidence leading Stang to this assumption was that, as first recognized 
by Schmidt (1889: 1–5), languages like Old Greek, Hittite (and, more gen-
erally, Anatolian), Avestan and Vedic show (remnants of) singular verb 
agreement with neuter plural nouns, as seen in the Greek example in (3):2
 (3) t-à phýll-a pípt-ei.
def-nom.pl.n leaf(n)-nom.pl.n fall.prs-3sg
‘The leaves fall.’
This agreement pattern is interpreted as a relic of the purportedly original 
state of affairs in (2). While the interpretation of data such as (3) as point-
ing to a stage in which the ā-ending nouns were not yet inflectional neu-
ter plurals is uncontroversial, Stang’s speculation that this is evidence for 
a fourth gender in the Proto-Language did not find wide acceptance. As 
Belardi (1950: 222) puts it, “le forme in -ā/ә non sono originariamente né 
collettivi singolari, né collettivi plurali, ma semplicemente dei collettivi” 
[the forms in -ā/ә are neither originally singular nor plural collectives, but 
simply collectives]. Collective is generally regarded as a separate number, 
rather than gender, a view which is implicit in Brugmann’s (1886–1900, II 
2: 431) statement according to which, for the process leading ā-forms to 
become (neuter) plurals, “man mag [. . .] von einem Numerussynkretismus 
sprechen” [one can speak of number syncretism].3
 Thus, once the collective is excluded, it is fair to say that for PIE a maxi-
mum of three genders (masculine vs. feminine vs. neuter) have been tra-
2 Schmidt (1889: 1–5) was also the first to realize that this convergence warrants a recon-
struction of this agreement rule for PIE, although observing that there are differences 
between those languages: e.g. this agreement pattern is systematic in Avestan, whereas it 
is only sporadically attested (with just three occurrences) in Vedic (cf. also Meier-Brügger 
2002: 202–203).
3 Eichner (1985) christened this fourth number, in addition to singular, plural and dual, 
“comprehensive” (see also Neu 1992: 197–212, Clackson 2007: 101). On this issue, there are 
a number of subtly different alternative views in the literature, including the one that the 
PIE *eh2-collective originally was a derivational affix specified for number as either singular 
(Harðarson 1987: 83–84: “Der Übergang vom Kollektivum zum Plural impliziert den Über-
gang von einer derivationellen zu einer flexionellen Kategorie. [. . .] Das Kollektivum war 
im synchronen System des Uridg. als Singular eingeordnet.” [The passage from collective to 
plural implies the passage from a derivational to an inflectional category. . . . The collective 
was classed as singular in the synchronic system of PIE] – this view can be traced back to 
Schmidt 1889: 2, 5) or plural (Melchert 2011: 398: “inanimate pluralia tantum”). For others, 
*eh2-collectives were inflectional rather than derivational, and originally unspecified for 
number, as well as gender (cf. Litscher 2009, who elaborates on Friedman 1999, Balles 
2004), at a stage in which the PIE number/gender system had not yet arisen.
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ditionally assumed. Nowadays, such a system ((4a)) is still assumed for a 
late stage of the Proto-Language (see Priestly 1983, Ostrowski 1985, Harðar-
son 1987, Euler 1991, Tichy 1993, Hajnal 1994, 2004, Melchert 1994, 2011, 
Stempel 1994, Fritz 1998, Zeilfelder 2001, Meier-Brügger 2002, Balles 2004, 
Matasović 2004, Litscher 2009, to mention just a few), although most of 
the cited studies on IE gender further reconstruct a two-gender system 
(common vs. neuter), ascribing to an earlier stage of PIE a pattern like the 
one attested in Hittite ((4b)) and Anatolian languages:4
 (4) a.  Late PIE:  *só u̯ĺ̥ku̯os ‘this wolf ’ ≠ *séh2 h2óu̯is ‘this sheep’ ≠ *tód péḱu 
‘this domesticated animal’
b.  Hittite:  kās hartaggas ‘this bear/predator’ (common) ≠ kī huitar 
‘this (wild) animal’ (neuter)
Some scholars push the reconstruction even further, postulating a still 
more ancient genderless pre-PIE stage. Let us exemplify this stream of 
research by mentioning just one proposal. Ostrowski (1985) suggests that 
the two different inflectional classes to be reconstructed for PIE neuters, 
distinguished by (what later became) the nom/acc endings -∅ (as in OInd 
ásthi ‘bone’, OGk êmar ‘day’) vs. -o-m (as in OInd dana-m ‘the giving’, 
OGk ostéon ‘bone’), originally must have formed one single paradigm, with 
the two forms occurring in complementary distribution according to the 
semantic feature [±individuated] (Matasović 2004: 186 follows this view). 
Thus, for instance, *mēms-∅/*mēmsó-m ed-mi must have been semantically 
distinct as, respectively, ‘I eat meat [−individuated]’ vs. ‘I eat the/this meat’, 
and this contrast must have been available, in principle, throughout the 
lexicon, at a stage in which nouns would not divide yet into distinct inflec-
tional classes (of the kind familiar from Brugmann’s reconstruction). This 
postulated syntactic mechanism for signalling individuation is compared 
by Ostrowski (1985: 319–320) with the one at work in south-western Vogul 
(or Mansi), a Uralic language of the Ugric branch. Here the unmarked 
form of a word like kūl-∅ ‘fish’ may occur in direct object position meaning 
‘(non-individuated) fish’ (as matter, or as a non-specific object), whereas 
in a sentence like ‘I ate a (specific)/the fish’, the accusative singular form 
kūl-mә must be selected. From a similar starting point, it is maintained, 
4 Zeilfelder (2001: 153–239) recapitulates the discussion on whether the Anatolian two-gen-
der system presupposes an earlier three-gender stage. Recently, Kim (2009) has proposed 
that Proto-Tocharian also split off from PIE with (still) a two-gender system, the masculine 
vs. feminine contrast being an independent innovation.
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the individual IE languages lost this (semantically motivated) syntactic rule 
and (what originally might have been) different forms within one and the 
same paradigm became distinct lexemes across languages (as in the pairs 
seen above) or even within the same language: e.g. OInd mās- vs. mām˙sá-, 
both meaning ‘meat’ (occurring in just three passages of the Rig-Veda, 
always with a specific reading; cf. Mayrhofer 1996, II: 343–344, 353, who 
glosses both as synonymous). This supposedly resulted in the rise of the two 
neuter inflectional classes, and of the common vs. neuter gender too, since 
(what later became) masculine nouns would show “die stärkste [. . .] innere 
Individuiertheit” [the stronger inner individuation] (Ostrowski 1985: 317) 
and therefore tend to occur with -o-m inflection, which eventually became 
categorical, yielding the common (later masculine) accusative ending.
 As a general remark, it can be observed that much of this literature on 
the rise of gender in (pre-)PIE almost exclusively focuses on noun inflec-
tion: a recent relevant example is Balles (2004), where gender agreement is 
not even mentioned. This is justified, to be sure, when dealing with overt 
gender, as is indeed the case for the neuter (nom/acc) endings *-∅ and 
*-eh2 (> -ā) as well as for the common accusative ending *-(o)-m. (We are 
using the case/gender value-labels that define those endings in late, Brug-
mannian, PIE.) However, this de facto equation of gender (agreement) 
with inflectional class (see (7a–b) for the definitions) entails the risk of 
terminological – and perhaps also conceptual – confusion, as witnessed 
e.g. by Clackson’s (2007: 91) formulation: “Several languages have ‘lost’ 
one gender: in Romance, Modern Celtic and Modern Baltic, the neuter 
has been assimilated into the other two declensions”. Strictly speaking, of 
course (see section 3), it is not the neuter (gender) per se but rather the 
lexemes formerly assigned to it that, as the neuter dissolved, migrated into 
declensions associated with one of the surviving genders. In this respect, 
Stang (1945), who explicitly addressed the issue of gender agreement on 
determiners (see (2)), in spite of his dubious results is more in keeping with 
the method of current typological research on gender than much of the 
later reconstructive work on PIE.5
 Be that as it may, while the reconstruction of (the rise of) gender in the 
Proto-Language is a matter of lively debate, the later development of gen-
5 See, however, Tichy (1993: 10–15), who locates the rise of feminine gender in the creation 
of dedicated pronominal forms *sah2, *tah2m, first used for anaphoric resumption of female 
human referents. On the same line, see also Fritz (1998), Meier-Brügger (2002).
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der in the IE languages is uncontroversial, as general typological studies 
on IE gender agree on the picture in (5) (based on Priestly 1983, Matasović 
2004, Igartua 2006):
 (5) Modern developments of the Late-PIE three-gender system:
a.  preserved: Greek, (most of) Slavic, (part of) Germanic (German, 
Icelandic, Faroese), (part of) Indo-Iranian;
b. reduction to two genders:
 ii.  masculine ≠ feminine: Romance (except Romanian), part of 
Celtic (Irish, Scottish, Manx, Breton), Albanian, Baltic languages 
(except Old Prussian), some South Slavic dialects (Slovenian and 
Serbo-Croat), several Indo-Iranian languages (Hindi, Kashmiri, 
Rajasthani etc.);
 ii.  common ≠ neuter: part of Northern (East Scandinavian: Danish, 
Swedish) and Western Germanic (Dutch, Frisian);
c.  loss of gender contrasts: Armenian, some Iranian languages (e.g. 
Modern Iranian, Sarykol, Baluchi, Ossetic), many Indo-Aryan 
languages (e.g. Nepali, Assamese, Bengali, Oriya), part of Germanic 
(English, Afrikaans).
It should be mentioned, however, that some analyses of individual lan-
guages did come up with larger (main) gender systems, as shown in n. 22 
for Albanian. For Slavic languages, several analyses assume an increase in 
the number of genders. Thus, under Zaliznjak’s (1964) account, Russian 
has six genders, resulting from combination of the three traditional values 
(masculine, feminine and neuter) with the [±animate] contrast. Under dif-
ferent approaches, however, a system such as the Russian one still has three 
(main) genders, whereas the [±animate] distinction is analyzed in terms 
of subgenders (cf. Corbett 1988, Comrie & Corbett 1993: 16). Still, within 
a framework which assumes a gender vs. (animacy-based) subgender dis-
tinction, Brown (1998) comes up with an analysis of Polish which recog-
nizes, in addition, a distinct main gender [masculine personal], yielding a 
total of four. In-depth discussion of the gender/subgender issue would by 
far exceed the scope of the present article. For our purposes, it is essential 
to observe that the picture in (5) is the one commonly agreed on in (large-
scale) comparative surveys of IE gender.
 While preservation of the late PIE three-gender system is observed in a 
minority of languages ((5a)), there has been a general drift toward its reduc-
tion. Furthermore, with the exception of the West and North  Germanic 
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developments in (5b-ii),6 this reduction usually involved the loss of the 
neuter. Occasionally, the neuter has been reshaped semantically, although 
remaining a third distinct gender: within Indo-Aryan, this was the case 
in Konkani (cf. Miranda 1975: 209–213). Here, in the Mangalore Christian 
dialects and in both the Christian and Hindu Konkani dialects of Goa, 
the inherited neuter was reanalyzed as a gender which may be defined as 
‘younger-feminine’, as shown in the glosses in (6), where the diachronic 
development of the gender-agreement morphemes from PIE to Konkani is 
also displayed: 7
(6) PIE OIA Konkani
m -os > -as > -ɔ tɔ ǰɔničɔ dhakṭɔ čεdɔ m ‘He is John’s little 
boy’
f -ā > -ā > -i ti ǰɔniči dhakṭi bhoyṇ f1 ‘She is John’s little 
sister’
n -om > -am > - -ĩ -ũ t ǰɔnič dhakṭ čeḍũ f2 ‘She is John’s little 
girl’
In closely related Marathi, where this change has not taken place, the ori-
ginal masculine vs. feminine vs. neuter contrast still occurs: ceḍā ‘boy/
son(m)’ ≠ ceḍ ‘little girl(f)’ ≠ ceḍũ ‘little child(n)’ (cf. Turner 1966: 267, 
Miranda 1975: 209 n. 14). However, as far as the overall architecture of the 
Konkani gender system is concerned, one can conclude that the change 
in (6) affected the semantics of the third gender, while leaving the sys-
tem itself untouched, since this remained tripartite. On the contrary, the 
changes we are going to review, which took place in a substantial part of 
6 To quote just one Germanic example, Ebert (1998) shows that Fering, the variety of Frisian 
spoken on the island of Föhr, still preserves a three-way gender distinction contrary to what 
is usually reported on the Frisian gender system having shrunk homogeneously to a binary 
contrast of the (5bii) type. In Fering, the definite article selected with masculine vs. neuter 
nouns is categorically a vs. at (e.g. a dochter ‘the.M doctor(M)’ vs. at hüs ‘the.N house(N)’), 
whereas before feminine nouns both forms can occur: a/at wüf ‘the.F woman(F)’). Thus, 
although many formerly feminine nouns have become neuter or masculine, so that the 
feminine gender is in the process of being depleted, this process did not reach comple-
tion and nouns like wüf still belong to a third (controller) gender (see Corbett 1991: 151, 
discussed below in section 3). Moreover, nineteenth-century descriptions – Ebert shows 
– still report a three-way (target gender) contrast for the anaphoric article: di maan ‘the.M 
man(M)’ vs. det hüs ‘the.N house(N)’) vs. jü wüf ‘the.F woman(F)’), with a distinct form jü 
for the feminine, nowadays replaced by det (and henceforth merged with the neuter).
7 The table in (6) reproduces the diachronic derivation provided by Miranda (1975: 209). 
In the feminine, the Old Indian -ā and -ī endings merged via a morphophonemic change 
(see Bloch 1934: 136).
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Italo-Romance dialects, did affect the architecture of the gender system 
itself, yielding a result which does not match any of the options listed in 
(5a–c).
3. Analyzing gender
In order to develop our analysis of the Italo-Romance data, we have to 
introduce a few analytical tools, starting from the gender vs. inflectional 
class distinction, as defined in (7a–b):
 (7) a.  Genders are classes of nouns reflected in the behavior of associated 
words. (Hockett 1958: 231, cited by Corbett 1991: 1)
b.  An inflectional class is a set of lexemes whose members each select 
the same set of inflectional realizations. (Aronoff 1994: 182)
The distinction is illustrated in (8) with the example of a ‘well-behaved’ 
modern Romance language of type (5b-i), viz. Logudorese Sardinian:8
(8) s-u γaɖɖ-u mann-u Class 2, pl. -ɔs
m
DEF-M.SG horse(M)-SG big-M.SG
s-u γan-ε mann-u
Class 3, pl. -εs
DEF-M.SG dog(M)-SG big-M.SG
s-a ruγ-ε mann-a
f
DEF-f.SG cross(M)-SG big-f.SG
γraβ-a Class 1, pl. -ass-a mann-a DEF-f.SG goat(M)-SG big-f.SG
Noun endings: three infl . classes
As highlighted by the boxes, there is a bidirectional mismatch, as nouns 
from different inflectional classes may belong in the same gender (e.g. 
su γaɖɖu < caballum and su γanε < canem are both masculine) and, 
conversely, nouns of the same inflectional class may belong in different 
genders (thus, su γanε is masculine while sa ruγε ‘the cross’ is feminine, as 
were, respectively, their Latin ancestors canem vs. crucem).9
8 The four NPs listed in (8) translate as ‘the big horse/dog/cross/goat’. Here and in the fol-
lowing, Italo-Romance dialect data are given in a simplified IPA transcription: (allophonic) 
vowel length is omitted, consonant gemination is notated CC and stress is marked only on 
non-paroxytonic words, except in dialects presenting reduction to ә of unstressed posttonic 
vowels. In that case, the last non-reduced vowel carries stress. Whenever unreferenced, the 
dialect data stem from our own fieldnotes.
9 Following traditional usage in Romance linguistics, Latin etyma are given in small caps 
and in the accusative form, which became generalized in the Romance languages. By con-
Agreement on def. art. and adj.: two genders
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 A further analytical tool which is going to prove useful for our analy-
sis is the distinction between target vs. controller gender (Corbett’s 1991: 
151 ter minology) or inflectional vs. selective gender (in Hockett’s 1958: 230 
terms):
We should therefore differentiate controller genders, the genders into which 
the nouns are divided, from target genders, the genders which are marked 
on adjectives, verbs and so on (Corbett 1991: 151).
Corbett illustrates the notion controller gender with a Romance language, 
viz. Romanian, for which three genders are commonly assumed (see e.g. 
Graur 1928, Bonfante 1964, 1977, Jakobson 1971: 187–189, Schmidt 1972: 
35–39, Aikhenvald 2000: 45–46, Matasović 2004: 51–52, Igartua 2006: 
60–61, Acquaviva 2008: 135–140), although the sets of distinct agreeing 
forms available to mark gender on adjectives, pronouns etc. are just two.10 
This is schematized with adjective inflections in (9), and illustrated in (10) 
with one example for each gender.
(9) The gender system of Romanian (Corbett 1991: 151)
∅ i
ă e
Sg. Pl.
I
II
III
trast, Latin forms are given in italics whenever they are mentioned per se, rather than as 
diachronic sources of their Romance descendants.
10 Some have maintained a two-gender analysis for Romanian, e.g. Hall (1965) or, more 
recently, Bateman & Polinsky (2010), Maiden (2011: 701, n. 36). However, the reasoning 
leading to this conclusion suffers from conceptual errors, starting with the definition of 
(gender) agreement as “covariation between the form of the trigger (noun) and the form 
of the target (such as adjectives and articles).” (Bateman & Polinsky 2010: 41) [emphasis 
added]. The problem lies in the reference to the controller’s form – lacking, and with good 
reason, from the definition in (7a) – which obliterates the key distinction between overt 
and covert gender and thus renders impossible an account of, say, Latin bonus incola ‘good 
inhabitant’ and bonus homo ‘good man’ (as opposed to bona puella ‘good girl’, inflecting like 
incola) as belonging to one and the same gender.
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(10) Singular
a. m student-ul e bun
student(m)[sg]-def.m.sg be.3sg good[m.sg]
b. n vin-ul e bun
wine(n)[sg]-def.m.sg be.3sg good[m.sg]
c. f băutur-a e bun-ă
drink(f)[sg]-def. m.sg be.3sg good-f.sg
‘The student/wine/drink is good.’
Plural
a. m studenţi-i sunt bun-i
student(m).pl-def.m.pl be.3pl good-m.pl
b. n vinuri-le sunt bun-e
wine(n).pl-def.f.pl be.3pl good-f.pl
c. f băuturi-le sunt bun-e
drink(f).pl-def.f.pl be.3pl good-f.pl
‘The students/wines/drinks are good.’
The neuter used to be not only a controller but also a target gender in Latin 
(i.e. it had dedicated agreement forms: e.g. bon-um ‘good-nom.sg.n’ vs. 
bon-us ‘good-nom.sg.m’ vs. bon-a ‘good-nom.sg.f’) but became a control-
ler gender in Romanian, as the gender agreement markers merged with 
those for the masculine in the singular, and with those for the feminine 
in the plural, yielding the picture in (9). The alternating agreement pat-
tern resulting from the change shows that neuter nouns like vin ‘wine’ in 
(10b), whose paradigm in the indefinite consists of two forms (singular 
and plural), qua lexemes behave differently from both masculine and 
feminine nouns. This satisfies the definition of gender in (7a): thus, the 
Romanian neuter is a gender, if only a controller gender. This is currently 
recognized also in studies on gender by specialists of IE: cf. Priestly (1983: 
348), Matasović (2004: 51–52), Igartua (2006: 60–61).
 The reason why (10b) is acknowledged as a separate gender is that 
the nouns selecting that agreement pattern “form a large and coher-
ent class” (Matasović 2004: 52). Indeed, neuter agreement is required by 
several distinct inflectional classes, some of which have been productive 
all along the history of Romanian. This applies to the one exemplified in 
(10b) by vin, vinuri ‘wine,-s’, whose plural inflection goes back to Latin 
-or(a),  reanalyzed as an ending within third declension s-stem neuters 
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like  tempus, tempor-a (> *temp-ora) ‘time,-s’ (> timp, timpuri).11 Since 
this inflectional class enjoyed large productivity also in Italo-Romance (cf. 
n. 19), its rise must be set at quite an early date in the development of (Cen-
tral-Eastern) Late Latin: the earliest examples of plurals like armora ‘weap-
ons’ (instead of classical arma), witnessing to the reanalysis of -ora as a plu-
ral marker, date back to the fourth century (cf. Aebischer 1933: 71).
 The other main productive inflectional class associated with neuter 
gender is bilet, bilete ‘ticket,-s’,12 whose plural ending was modified by ana-
logy on feminine capră, -e ‘goat,-s’, with -e replacing the original neuter 
plural ending -ă < -a. This regular outcome is still to be found only in ou, 
ouă ‘egg,-s’ < ovum, -a, due to phonological reasons (stem-final w-glide). 
For the remaining neuter nouns, combination of the reshaping of the 
plural ending (with -ă ousted by -e or -(ur)i) with base allomorphy and/
or morphophonological rules resulted in a series of several other inflec-
tional (micro)classes, all selecting the agreement pattern (10b): cap, capete 
‘head,-s’, teatru, teatre ‘theater,-s’, pârîu, pâraie ‘stream, -s’, chipiu, chipie 
‘kepi,-s’, bordei, bordeie ‘hut,-s’, bici, bice ‘whip,-s’, nume, nume ‘name,-s’, 
consiliu, consilii ‘advice, -s’, râu, râuri ‘river,-s’ (cf. Bejan 20013: 37–38).
 The same three-gender analysis just illustrated for Romanian, with the 
inherited neuter having reduced to a genus alternans (controller gender), is 
proposed in IE linguistics for Tocharian too:
genus alternans [.  .  .] was coined to cover the specific nature of the third 
gender in Tocharian, which combines agreement traits of the other two, 
the masculine and the feminine. This third noun class is traceable to the IE. 
neuter gender, but in Tocharian A and B nouns pertaining to this inflec-
tional class take masculine agreement in the singular and feminine in the 
plural. (Igartua 2006: 58)
11 Until the eighteenth century, this plural ending was -ure (e.g. piept, piepture ‘breast,-s’; 
Spitzer 1941: 339), modified by analogy on the feminine ending -e < -ae, while today’s -uri 
was reshaped on the analogy of the plural ending -i < -ī, occurring notably in masculine 
nouns (e.g. pom, pomi ‘tree,-s’). The productivity of this class is witnessed by the adaptation 
of loanwords such as dulap, dulapuri ‘cupboard,-s’ (< Turkish dolab), chimono, chimonouri 
‘kimono,-s’ (< Japanese kimono).
12 This class is today the most productive one among those associated with the neuter. In 
fact, the anonymous referee observes here that -uri plurals are receding somewhat in con-
temporary Romanian to the advantage of -e, so that e.g. chibrite ‘matches’ is now more 
common than traditional chibrituri. The same trend is reflected in the widespread use of 
-e, rather than uri, in more recent loanwords: e.g. walkman, walkmane, not *walkmanuri.
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The agreement paradigm that motivates this analysis is exemplified in (11) 
with the demonstrative (after Krause & Thomas 1960: 75–76, Schmidt 1972: 
15–32):
(11) Singular Plural
Tocharian A Tocharian B Tocharian A Tocharian B
m. säs käṣṣi se käṣṣi ceṣ käṣṣiñ cai käṣṣinta
a. säs oko se oko toṣ okontu toy okonta
f. sās ytār sā ytārye toṣ ytāräṃ toy ytariñ
‘this teacher/fruit/way’ ‘these teachers/fruits/ways’
Unlike demonstratives modifying a noun head (as in (11)), the demonstra-
tive pronoun has preserved three distinct forms (B se ‘this.m’ vs. sā ‘this.f’ 
vs. te ‘this.n’), though only in the singular. According to Kim (2009: 84), 
on the other hand, who claims that Proto-Tocharian had two genders like 
Anatolian (see n. 4), it was the demonstrative pronoun, displaying a dis-
tinct feminine form *seh2, that aided the rise of a separate feminine (con-
troller) gender within the nominal system.
 Summing up, we have seen on the one hand that in the literature in IE 
linguistics it is usually maintained that IE languages have (and always had) 
a maximally ternary gender system. Furthermore, we have seen that the 
idea that a controller gender (genus alternans) is a gender in its own right 
is widely accepted in this line of research, and that analyses of this kind are 
currently proposed. This will have to be kept in mind in order to place into 
the appropriate context the Italo-Romance dialect data to be analyzed in 
what follows.
4. The alternating gender in Italo-Romance
Italian shows the same agreement pattern as displayed by the Romanian 
neuter in (9) and (10). Contrary to Romanian, however, this pattern occurs 
in Italian with just a small, nowadays unproductive, class of controller 
nouns, exemplified in (12) (subdivided into (12a) names of body parts, 
(12b) other names denoting entities naturally occurring in series, and (12c) 
count nouns denoting units of measure/quantity):
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 (12) a.  il braccio/le braccia ‘the arm/-s’, il dito/le dita ‘the finger/-s’, 
il ginocchio/le ginocchia ‘the knee/-s’, il ciglio/le ciglia ‘the lash/-es’, 
il sopracciglio/le sopracciglia ‘the eyebrow/-s’
b.  il lenzuolo/le lenzuola ‘the sheet/-s’, il muro/le mura ‘the wall/-s’, 
l’uovo/le uova ‘the egg/-s’, il grido/le grida ‘the cry/cries’, l’urlo/le urla 
‘the scream/-s’
c.  il miglio/le miglia ‘the mile/-s’, il paio/le paia ‘the pair/-s’, un centin-
aio/tre centinaia ‘one/three hundred’, un migliaio/tre migliaia ‘one/
three thousand’
This inflectional class derives historically from Latin 2nd declension neu-
ters: compare uovo,-a < ovum, -a with Romanian ou, ouă ‘egg,-s’ (section 
3). This class first expanded throughout the history of Latin: for instance 
the plural ioca ‘games’, which in Romance yielded to giochi < iocī, is first 
attested in Lucretius (first century BC), whereas digita (whence Italian dita 
‘fingers’) is first attested as late as the sixth century ad (cf. Eichner 1985: 
145–146), much later than the classical (masculine) form digiti. In Old Ital-
ian too, the inflectional class in (12) enjoyed moderate productivity (see 
Gardani 2009: 519), to then gradually shrink over time along the history of 
Modern Italian.13
 The analysis of the Italian data in (12) is highly controversial. Structur-
ally, the picture is similar to Romanian (or Tocharian), as seen from the 
definite articles, which are like those selected with masculine nouns in the 
singular and with feminine nouns in the plural. This led some scholars to 
analyze this as a third gender in Italian too ((13a)):
 (13) a.  gender: Merlo (1952), Bonfante (1961, 1964, 1977): “Ci troviamo di 
fronte a un vero neutro.” [We are facing a real neuter] (Bonfante 
1961: 165);
b. ‘inquorate’ gender: Igartua (2006: 60);
c.  inflectional class: Dressler & Merlini Barbaresi (1994), Dressler 
& Thornton (1996), D’Achille & Thornton (2003): “Traditionally, 
phonological shape is the primary classifying criterion of nouns. 
This gives the following classes (or, often, microclasses): [. . .] v. 
gender-combined: masc. il bracci-o – pl. femm. le bracci-a ‘arm’.” 
(Dressler & Thornton 1996: 5);
13 While the inflections selected by this class of lexemes are inherited, the gender agreement 
pattern il braccio/le braccia first arose in the Latin-Romance transition (by the sixth century, 
according to Väänänen 19672: 111). As shown in Faraoni et al. (to appear), the gender system 
was still tripartite in thirteenth century Florentine.
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d.  derivation: Ojeda (1995), Acquaviva (2002, 2004, 2008): “I will argue 
instead that plurals in -a do not belong to the inflectional system at 
all [. . .] My proposal is that they are lexical plurals [. . .] related to 
the base noun by a word-formation process.” (Acquaviva 2008: 159)
However, there are today just a couple of dozen nouns that display the 
agreement pattern in (12), which led Igartua (2006: 60) to call it an inquorate 
gender ((13b)), applying Corbett’s (1991: 170–175) category. Moreover, since 
all those nouns inflect the same way, another analytical option, taken by 
the scholars in (13c), treats them as just one inflectional class, not a separate 
gender. Finally, according to Ojeda (1995) and Acquaviva (2002, 2004, 
2008) ((13d)), braccia is not an inflected form of braccio at all, but rather a 
distinct lexeme formed with a derivational suffix -a.
 Synchronically, under analysis (13d) this collective suffix is comparable 
(despite some semantic differences) with -ata in e.g. una boccata ‘a mouth-
ful’, from bocca ‘mouth’: “The -a of braccia, then, does not carry inflectional 
information at all, and its status is that of a word marker.” (Acquaviva 2008: 
168). Diachronically, this analysis has run full circle with respect to early 
PIE, where *-eh2 (> -ā > Lat. -ă > It. -a) was indeed a (non-inflectional) 
collective ending: in some sense, what Acquaviva is proposing is that the 
Italian suffix -a has reverted to the function its PIE ancestor *-eh2 used to 
have, before getting ‘drawn’ into noun inflection as a neuter plural ending.
 The argument in support of analysis (13d) is based on the one hand 
on the paucity of the class-members and on the other hand on the fact 
that “a common semantic denominator” (Acquaviva 2004: 153) seems to 
be traceable for the nouns in (12), which denote body parts ((12a)), mem-
bers of cohesive aggregates, complexes of non-individual parts (like the 
sheets (of a bed)) or “objects perceived as indistinguishable” (Acquaviva’s 
2004: 258 characterization of ‘eggs’, (12b)), as well as several units of meas-
ure/quantity ((12c)). We shall come back to (Acquaviva’s account of) the 
semantics of these nouns in section 4.4, below. However, we shall not dwell 
any further on the standard language, since there are many Italo-Romance 
dialects which provide compelling evidence for a gender analysis of the 
classes of nouns corresponding to standard Italian il braccio/le braccia.
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4.1.  The alternating gender in the Italian dialects of 
the Centre-South
Let us consider two dialects from the subdivision traditionally called the 
Centre-South, and in particular from the two subareas respectively called 
the Upper South, centring on Naples, and the Area Mediana, centring 
on Rome. (The map in Figure 1 shows the approximate limits of the area 
spanned by the gender system we are going to describe in what follows.)
 The two sets of data in (14) and (15) are drawn respectively from the 
dialect of Avigliano (in Lucania) and that of Treia, near Macerata (in the 
Marche; see Paciaroni et al. 2008 for more detailed discussion of those two 
varieties). In both cases, all the nouns listed display the same agreement 
pattern (typical for a genus alternans), just like in Romanian ((10)) or Ital-
ian ((12)). However, the dialect data differ from those of standard Italian 
(as highlighted in the schemes on the right-hand side in (14) and (15)) 
because the agreement pattern is shared by nouns belonging to several dis-
tinct inflectional classes:14 (See (22) below for the full picture of the gender 
agreement patterns in this dialect.)
14 The singular form of the definite article lu (prevocalically l) in (14) is identical to that 
selected with masculine nouns (e.g. l-u kwanә/i, ʎʎi kanә ‘def-m.sg dog(m)/def.m.pl 
Figure 1. The area spanned by the four-gender system in 
Central-Southern Italy (based on Pellegrini’s 1977 Carta 
dei dialetti d’ Italia, elaborated in Loporcaro 2009a: 158).
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(14) Noun inflectional (sub)classes displaying alternating agreement in 
Aviglianese (Nolè 2004–2005)
Singular Plural Sg. Pl.
a. l oɲɲә ɖɖʐ oɲɲә ‘the nail/-s’ A Alu wrattsә rә bbrattsә ‘the arm/-s’
b. lu γuvәtә rә ggovәtә ‘the elbow/-s’
A B
u/o
l uә̯ssә ɖɖʐ ɔssә ‘the bone/-s’ uә̯/ɔ
lu rwiʃtә rә ddeʃtә ‘the finger/-s’ i/e
l aniә̯ɖɖʐә r anεɖɖʐә ‘the ring/-s’ iә̯/ε
c. l uә̯rtә ɖɖʐ ɔrtәlә ‘the vegetable garden/-s’ A B-lә *< A B-rәd. lu truә̯nә rә ttrɔnәtә ‘the thunder/-s’ A B-tә
In Aviglianese a first class consists of nouns with identical forms for singular 
and plural ((14a)), which is symbolized in the scheme by the two identical 
capital letters. When the letters differ, as in (14b), this means that there is a 
formal distinction between the root forms occurring in the singular and in 
the plural. (Historically, this alternation arose through metaphony, which 
then became opacized, much like in English foot/feet.) Note further that in 
(14b) there are four different subclasses, distinguished by the occurrence 
of different vowel alternations. To the two inflectional classes (14a–b), two 
more have to be added ((14c–d)), which contain only one noun each. Both 
are residues of the -ora plurals (arisen from the reanalysis of tempus/ 
-ora, mentioned earlier in section 3), a class that here all but disappeared, 
but is still alive and well in many neighbouring dialects (cf. n. 19).
 Summing up, it is fair to conclude that in Aviglianese the alternat-
ing agreement pattern occurs with more than just one inflectional class, 
unlike in modern standard Italian. The same goes for the dialect of Treia, 
as shown in (15). Here too, selection of the definite article across the inflec-
tional classes in (15) (sg. u, pl. e) corresponds to what is found in the mas-
culine singular (e.g. u ðεnd-e ‘def.m.sg tooth(m)-sg’, pl. i ðend-i ‘def.m.pl 
tooth(m)-pl’) and in the feminine plural (e.g. e kas-e ‘def.f.pl house(f)-
pl’, sg. a kas-a ‘def.f.sg house(f)-sg’). (See (23) for an overview of the 
gender agreement patterns occurring in Treiese.)
dog(m)’), whereas the plural form rә (r before unstressed vowels, ɖɖʐ before stressed vowels) 
is identical with that selected with feminine nouns: e.g. l ardikә loŋɡә/r ardikә loŋɡә ‘def.sg 
nettle(f) long\f/def.f.pl nettle(f) long\f’, l ariә γrɔssә/ɖɖʐ ariә ɣrɔssә ‘def.sg barnyard(f) 
big\f/def.f.pl barnyard(f) big\f’: note that the allomorph rә causes RF of the following 
initial consonant.
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 In (15), two inflectional classes can be distinguished, based on plural 
inflection: in the former (15a), one finds in the plural the inherited mor-
pheme -a of Latin brachia (e vrattʃa), whereas in the latter (15b) this has 
been replaced by the -e plural ending which occurs in first-declension 
feminine nouns. In the subclasses (15a-i) and (15b-i), singular and plural 
are distinguished only through affixal inflection. In (15a-ii) and (15b-ii), 
on the other hand, plural is distinguished not only by the endings but also 
by metaphony of the stressed vowel in the root. (This root-alternation 
is symbolized by the distinct capital letters A ≠ B in the scheme on the 
right-hand side.) All in all, we have two classes, each with two subclasses 
distinguished by the occurrence of non-affixal morphology (i.e. different 
root-vowel alternations).
 For systems like those in (14) and (15), among the analyses considered 
for standard Italian in (13), the inflectional class analysis (13c) is clearly not 
viable, as those data cannot be reduced to just one inflectional class. Let 
us now see whether the derivational analysis (13d) fares better. Among the 
evidence for that, Acquaviva mentions the data in (16):15
 (16) a. il dit-o e il bracci-o sono
 def.m.sg finger(x)-sg and def.m.sg arm(x)-sg be.prs.3pl
 stat-i amputat-i / *stat-e *amputat-e
 be:ptp-m.pl amputate:ptp-m.pl / be:ptp-f.pl amputate:ptp-f.pl
 ‘The arm and the finger have been amputated.’
15 Leipzig-style glosses force us to be explicit about the gender of the nouns. Following a 
suggestion by Greville Corbett we use ‘gender x’ for contemporary standard Italian, which is 
not at issue here, to imply that the situation is different from that of central-southern Italian 
dialects, for which we use ‘a(lternating)’, as in (17)ff.
(15) Noun inflectional (sub)classes displaying alternating agreement in Treiese
Singular Plural Sg. Pl.
a. ii. u vrattʃu e vrattʃa ‘the arm/-s’ A-u A-a
u muru e mura ‘the wall/-s’
ii. u ditu e deta ‘the finger/-s’
A-u B-a
i/e
u tʃervellu e tʃervεlla ‘the brain/-s’ e/ε
u lentsolu e lentsɔla ‘the sheet/-s’ o/ɔ
b. ii. u tʃıʝʝu e tʃıʝʝe ‘the eyelash/-es’ A-u A-a
u soprattʃıʝʝu e soprattʃıʝʝe ‘the eyebrow/-s’
ii. u vuðellu e vuðεlle ‘the bowel/-s’ A-u B-a e/ε
u miðollu e meðɔlle ‘the marrow/-s’ o/ɔ
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b. l-e uov-a costa-no venti centesim-i
 def-f.pl egg(x)-pl cost.prs-3pl twenty cent(m)-pl
 l’ un-o  / *l’ un-a
 def one-m.sg / def one-f.sg
 ‘The eggs cost twenty cents each.’
c. l-e bracci-a di Ugo sono un-a più lung-a
 def-f.pl arm(x)-pl of Ugo be.prs.3pl one-f.sg more long-f.sg
 de-ll’ altr-a / *un-o più lung-o de-ll’ altr-o.
 of-def other-f.sg / one-m.sg more long-m.sg of-def other-m.sg
 ‘Ugo’s arms are one longer than the other.’
In (16a) it is shown that two coordinated NPs headed by alternating 
nouns select mpl, rather than fpl, agreement. This is unexpected, under 
the hypothesis that -a plurals are just ‘plain’ (morphosyntactic) plurals: 
remember that each of those nouns requires feminine agreement in the 
plural. Similarly, (16b–c) show that agreement of distributive l’uno ‘each’ 
and reciprocal l’un l’altro ‘each other’ with plural NPs like le uova ‘the eggs’, 
le braccia ‘the arms’ is in the feminine singular, which is again unexpected, 
given an inflectional analysis of -a plurals.16 Acquaviva (2008: 148) argues 
that this is evidence that we are facing what he calls a lexical plural (a col-
lective), rather than a morphosyntactic inflectional plural:
If the feminine of certain nouns were just the automatically triggered con-
sequence of their being plural, the distributive status of a morphologically 
singular pronoun should be irrelevant, and all mismatches in number 
between antecedent and pronouns should be equally acceptable or unac-
ceptable. The observed crucial role of distributivity follows instead from 
the assumption that both the gender and the number value in uova are 
lexeme-inherent specifications. (Acquaviva 2008: 148)
16 At this point the anonymous referee invites us to say more on the regional varieties of 
Italian which coexist, within the verbal repertoire, with dialects showing the syntactic 
behaviour deviant from standard Italian exemplified in (17)–(19). The issue is indeed an 
interesting one. Acquaviva’s judgments correspond to ML’s (a speaker of the Roman variety 
of Italian), whereas for the regional variety of Italian spoken in Treia, l’uno in (16b) and l’un 
l’altro in (16c) are perfectly acceptable. For the southern Italian speakers (from Calabria 
and Campania), on the other hand, consulted by the referee, the masculine is acceptable 
in (16b), not in (16c). Clearly, here, a systematic survey of regional differences would be 
required, which would exceed the scope of the present article. Such a study would be espe-
cially interesting because here we seem to have a prima facie case of persistence of different 
grammars across different subvarieties of Italian, depending on substratum influence from 
the local dialects, which is at odds with Acquaviva’s (2000) claim that linguistic standardiza-
tion throughout the Peninsula has now resulted in a single uniform syntactic competence, 
with only residual lexical differences persisting across (primary) Italo-Romance dialects.
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 Now, this is indeed a solid argument for standard Italian, the prestige 
variety with which our dialects have been in contact for centuries. Thus, it 
will come as no surprise that the same option found in standard Italian is 
judged grammatical by speakers of our southern dialects too, as illustrated 
for Aviglianese in (17), where luә̯ŋɡә, akkuә̯vәtә, ruttә are masculine forms 
(adjectives and participles do not mark number contrasts):
 (17) a. l-u wrattsә a l-u rwiʃtә Aviglianese
 def-m.sg arm(a).sg and def-m.sg finger(a).sg
 so llɔŋɡә/lluә̯ŋɡә.
 be.prs.3pl long\f/long\m
 ‘The arm and the finger are long.’
b. l-u rwiʃtә a l aniә̯ɖɖʐә r
 def-m.sg finger(a).sg and def ring(a)\sg do
 addʒ akkɔvәtә / akkuә̯vәtә.
 have.prs.1sg pick_up:ptp\f/pick_up:ptp\m
 ‘The finger and the ring, I picked them up.’
c. l-u wrattsә a l-u γuvәtә so
 def-m.sg arm(a).sg and def-m.sg elbow(a)\sg be.prs.3pl
 rrottә / rruttә.
 break:ptp\f / break:ptp\m
 ‘The arm and the elbow are broken.’
However, contrary to standard Italian, feminine agreement (lɔŋɡә, akkɔvәtә, 
rottә) is here judged grammatical too, which cannot be attributed to stand-
ard Italian interference (given the Italian data in (16)).
 Similar results can be replicated in the dialect of Treia with reciprocal 
and distributive pronominals, as well as the numeral ‘one’: 17
17 In Treiese, resolution with coordinated NPs belonging to the alternating neuter gender 
works like in standard Italian, as shown by categorical selection of masculine luŋɡi in (ia), 
as opposed to feminine loŋɡe in (ib):
 (i) a. u dit-u e u vrattʃ-u aðέ lluŋɡ-i /
 def.m.sg finger(a)-sg and def.m.sg arm(a)-sg be.prs.3 long\m-m.pl
 *lloŋɡ-e
  long\f–f.pl
 ‘the finger and the arm are long’
b. e det-a e e vrattʃ-a aðέ lloŋɡ-e /
 def.f.pl finger(a)-pl and def.f.pl arm(a)-sg be.prs.3 long\f-f.pl
 *lluŋɡ-i
  long\m–m.pl
 ‘the fingers and the arms are long’
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 (18) tʃ=aí-a l ɔ-a su a βorts-a Treiese
loc=have:impf def egg(a)-pl on indf.f.sg bag(f)-sg
ŋkartat-e un-u vitʃino all addr-u / un-a vitʃino
wrap:ptp-f.pl one-m.sg near to-def other-m.sg / one-f.sg near 
a-ll addr-a.
to-def other-f.sg
‘S/he kept the eggs wrapped in the bag next to each other.’
 (19) a. l ɔ-a kɔʃt-a sessanta tʃentesim-i Treiese
 def egg(a)-pl cost.prs-3 sixty cent(m)-pl
 l un-u / %l un-a.
 def each-m.sg / def each-f.sg
 ‘The eggs cost sixty cents each.’
b. ʝ=ɔ ceʃt-o ðu ɔ-a e
 3oi=have.prs.1sg ask:ptp-n two egg(a)-pl and
 mme=n=a ðat-u un-u sul-u /
 1oi=prtv=have.prs.3 give:ptp-m.sg one-m.sg only\m–m.sg /
 ðat-a un-a sol-a.
 give:ptp-f.sg one-f.sg only\f-f.sg
 ‘I asked for two eggs and she gave me only one.’
Here, similarly, the option coinciding with the standard (una) can be due 
to contact, but the symmetric one, with masculine singular agreement on 
the pronoun (unu), must be indigenous. Indeed, the latter is the option 
preferred by more conservative, elderly speakers.
 To sum up, the tests leading Acquaviva to prefer a derivational analy-
sis for the Italian plural le braccia yield the opposite result for our dia-
lects. This confirms that the plurals we are discussing are just (inflectional) 
plurals, and that the consistent agreement pattern shared by the different 
inflectional classes in (14) and (15) has to be characterized as the mani-
festation of a (controller) gender. This in turn leaves us with the options 
(13a–b). However, that the classes of nouns in (14) and (15) may belong 
to an inquorate gender can be excluded straightforwardly. For one such 
dialect, in fact, the one spoken in Molfetta (Apulia), Merlo (1917a) lists no 
less than 91 lexemes that select this alternating agreement pattern. (The 
abbreviation A stands, again, for ‘alternating (neuter)’.)18
18 As in many southern Italian dialects (see also (22), (33), (34)), the neuter form of the 
article causes RF of the following initial consonant.
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(20) Molfettese (Merlo 1917a)
Singular Plural
n rә ffie̯rrә ‘iron’ 49 lexemes
m u fie̯rrә (da stәrá) lә fie̯rrә (da st әrá) ‘the flat-iron/-s’
a u vitәrә rә vvεtәrә ‘the glass/-es’ 91 lexemes
f la vɔәʃә rә vvau̯ʃә ‘the voice/-s’
Note that the figures given for the two neuters (see directly below, section 
4.2) in (20) are not exhaustive: Merlo (1917a) just provides an open list 
of lexemes by way of (qualitative) exemplification, without any attempt at 
quantifying. (Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge no counts are 
available for present-day’s Molfettese.) The issue of the threshold demar-
cating an inquorate from a ‘normal’ gender is a thorny one. As Corbett 
(1991: 172) puts it: “There can be no simple answer to this question”. Any-
way, the examples of inquorate genders adduced there from languages as 
diverse as Tsova-Tush, Serbo-Croat or Noni (a Grassfields Bantu language 
of Cameroon), range from one to about fifteen lexemes. Clearly, both neu-
ters of Molfettese are much more robust than that.
4.2.  The four-gender system of the Italian dialects of the 
Centre-South
The scheme in (20) also illustrates a quite surprising fact. Once we have 
recognized that these dialects have a genus alternans comparable with the 
Romanian (alternating) neuter,19 then we are forced to admit that they have 
indeed four grammatical genders. These dialects, in fact, have long been 
19 As in Romanian, also in Molfettese (and, more generally, across the Southern Italo-
Romance dialects displaying the four-gender system) lexemes selecting the alternating 
agreement pattern lexically belong in two main inflection classes: the singular ending of 
both classes stems from Lat. -um (as in the inflectional class associated with masculine 
exemplified in the standard language by lupo,-i ‘wolf/wolves’), whereas the plural endings 
go back to either -a (e.g. u ɡumәtә/rә ggomәtә < cubit-a ‘the elbow/-s’) or -ora (e.g. u 
siccә/rә ssεccәrә < *sit(u)l-ora ‘bucket/-s’; cf. Merlo 1917a: 81–82). (On the latter neuter 
plural ending, see section 3.) That words like gumәtә had a plural ending -a rather than 
-ī – unlike the inflectional class associated with masculine gender exemplified in (20) with 
invariable fie̯rrә < sg. ferrum = pl. *ferrī – can be argued because of the non application 
of metaphony (pl. gomәtә), which in these dialects affected mid vowels prior to final vowel 
neutralization.
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recognized to display still another gender, also a diachronic successor of 
the Latin neuter, viz. the so called ‘neo-neuter’, or ‘mass neuter’. This is not 
‘just’ a controller but even a target gender, since it has dedicated agreement 
forms in articles, personal pronouns and clitics, as well as demonstratives, 
as exemplified in (20) for Molfettese with the contrasting forms of the 
definite article: rә ffie̯rrә ‘iron’ (mass) as opposed to u fie̯rrә (da stәrá) ‘the 
(countable) clothes-iron’.20 Note also that, although both deriving from the 
Latin neuter, the mass and the alternating Romance neuters are synchron-
ically two fully distinct genders, sharing no exponent whatsoever in any 
agreeing word class: they consequently cannot fall together under the def-
inition of gender in (7a).
 The same applies for all the dialects of the two subdivisions of Italo-
Romance under discussion, including the two we have dealt with in sec-
tion 4.1. In Avigliano and Treia, thus, there is not only, as we saw in (14) 
and (15), an alternating gender marked by article forms identical with the 
masculine in the singular and with the feminine in the plural, but there 
also is a third distinct form of the article before such mass nouns as ‘bread’:
(21) Aviglianese Treiese
m l-u kwanә u ka ‘the dog’
def-m.sg dog(m) def.m.sg dog(m)
f l-a manә a ma ‘the hand’
def-f.sg hand(f) def.f.sg hand(f)
n ru/rә ppwanә o pa ‘bread’
def.n.sg bread(n) def.n.sg bread(n)
It follows that masculine, feminine and mass neuter are separate target 
genders, marked with distinct agreeing forms. If one takes, in addition, the 
alternating neuter into account, as shown in (22) and (23), this adds up to 
a total of four genders.
20 Note, however, that this kind of double gender assignment is by no means a general 
strategy obtaining across the lexicon to convey the mass–count distinction, contrary to 
what is claimed by Haase (2000: 227). At the very most, it goes as far as to involve about one 
third of the lexemes assigned to the mass neuter, as is the case in Maceratese (cf. diction-
ary counts in Paciaroni 2009). But in several of the other dialects under discussion (e.g. 
Agnonese), it just concerns a few lexemes. A  list of mass nouns belonging to the neuter 
gender is provided by Ledgeway (2009: 150–154) for Neapolitan, though with a different 
analysis: in the author’s view, in fact, Neapolitan has two genders, with the [±count] distinc-
tion reducing to a purely semantic subdivision within the masculine (Ledgeway 2009: 150). 
The same analysis is defended by Maiden (2011: 701, n. 28).
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(22) Aviglianese
Singular Plural
n ru/rә ppwanә γruә̯ssә ∅ ‘the big (loaf of) bread’
m lu kwanә γruә̯ssә i/ʎʎi kanә γruә̯ssә ‘the big dog/-s’
a lu vrattsә γruә̯ssә rә bbrattsә γrɔssә ‘the big arm/-s’
f la manә γrɔssә rә mmanә γrɔssә ‘the big hand/-s’
(23) Treiese
Singular Plural
n o pa ggross- -o ∅ ‘the big (loaf of) bread’
m u ka ɡɡross- -u i ka ɡɡross- -i ‘the big dog/-s’
a u lentsolu γross- -u e lentsɔla γrɔss- -e ‘the big bed sheet/-s’
f a ma ɡɡrɔss- -a e ma ɡɡrɔss- -e ‘the big hand/-s’
We have already seen that this alternating neuter has to be considered 
a gender in its own right, as the words selecting that agreement pattern 
cannot be reduced to one single inflectional class nor can their plurals be 
regarded as derivational. In (24) we now show, with examples from Treiese, 
that the mass neuter is also a gender in its own right, lexically, semantically 
and syntactically:
 (24) Productivity of mass neuter (Treiese)
a. Adaptation of recent loan words: e.g. o ʃpɔrtә ‘the sport’.
b.  Nominalization (by conversion): o maɲɲá ‘the eating’ (V → N); 
o ʃtúbbeto ‘the stupidity’, o preʃto ‘the soon-ness, earliness’ (Adv → N); 
kampa su o sua ‘s/he lives on what her/his smallholding can produce’, 
lit. ‘s/he lives on her/his (smallholding)’ (Pron → N).
c. Agreement with non canonical controllers:
 a mme, [a ʝʝí a u mar-e] no mm=ε
 to 1sg.io [to go.inf to def.m.sg see(m)-sg neg 1sg.io=be.prs.3
 mmaj pjatʃut-o.
 never please:ptp-n
 ‘I never liked [going to the see].’
From a lexical point of view, we can observe that the mass neuter is pro-
ductive, as recent loans still get assigned to it ((24a)). This gender is also 
endowed with a straightforward semantic definition as well as with spe-
cific syntactic properties. Semantically, it hosts only non-countable nouns, 
and nominalizations of other parts of speech are assigned to it ((24b)), 
which is typical for a neuter gender serving as a default. Also, neuter agree-
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ment ((24c)) occurs with non-canonical controllers like clausal subjects 
or objects.21 This is typical too, for a neuter, in a system where it is the 
(syntactic) default gender (for example, Russian, German, Icelandic etc.), 
as documented by cross-linguistic studies such as Corbett (1991: 203–207), 
Corbett & Fraser (2000: 70–87). In this literature, both gender assignment 
under conversion ((24b)) and agreement with non-prototypical controllers 
((24c)) are pointed out as criterial properties of default genders.
4.3. The four-gender system in a typological perspective
Though our conclusion that Central-Southern Italo-Romance dialects 
have four genders may be quite striking within a IE perspective, we are 
by no means postulating a typological oddity.22 There are several lan-
21 While the data in (24) are representative of the situation in the Area Mediana, the var-
ieties of the Upper South present some further complications. For instance in some dialects 
of Campania (like those of Cetara, Ravello, Scala, as reported in Avolio 1996: 313) some 
originally feminine nouns, either count (a nɔttә ‘the night’) or mass (a lanә ‘the wool’), can 
be recategorized as mass neuters: o nnɔttә ‘the darkness’, o llanә ‘the wool’. While this recat-
egorization is restricted to just a few lexemes (and is possible in some dialects only), in most 
dialects of Campania, including Neapolitan (see e.g. De Blasi & Imperatore 2000: 72–73; 
De Blasi 2002: 117; 2006: 9, 38–40; Maturi 2002: 236; Ledgeway 2009: 153–154), feminine 
mass nouns may be anaphorically taken up by means of a neuter pronoun, while preserving 
feminine agreement on articles/determiners:
 (i) a. a karnә niʃʃunә o bbɔ.
 def.f.sg meat(f).sg nobody do.n want.prs.3sg
 ‘The meat, nobody wants it.’
b. a muttsarεllә o kkattә tu.
 def.f.sg mozzarella(f).sg do.n buy.prs.2sg 2sg
 ‘The mozzarella, you buy it.’
What is found in (i) is an incipient instance of semantic agreement, whereby the semantic 
feature [−count] overrides the gender specification of feminine (mass) nouns in determin-
ing the selection of the neuter object clitic. The fact that this semantic agreement does not 
affect the NP is in keeping with the agreement hierarchy (Corbett 2006: ch. 7). Anyway, 
neither of the two facts described now for Campanian is encountered in dialects of the Area 
Mediana like Treiese. (Thanks to the anonymous referee for discussing this point with us.)
22 Even within IE, though general surveys set a maximum of three genders as seen in sec-
tions 1 and 2, there seem to be (on some analyses) gender systems comparable with the ones 
we are describing. Albanian (cf. Breu to appear), in addition to masculine and feminine, has 
a neuter to which several mass nouns are assigned (e.g. djathë ‘cheese’) as well as countables 
such as krye ‘head’, alongside an alternating neuter of the Romanian kind (e.g. vend, vende, 
‘place/-s’, mall, mallra ‘ware/-s’) taking masculine agreement in the singular and feminine 
in the plural. Both neuters are productive, the former being fed by conversions (e.g. të ftohët 
‘the cold’, të folurit ‘the [act of] speaking’), the latter by the productive suffix -im deriving 
abstract nouns (e.g. kujtim, kujtime ‘memory/memories’, from kujtoj ‘to remember’).
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guages of the world with four genders, two of which are reserved to non-
humans. This is the case in several languages of Australia, as exemplified 
with Worora (a non-Pama-Nyungan language of North-Western Australia; 
cf. Love 2000: 15–22, Dixon 2002: 476), nearby Ungarinjin (cf. Rumsey 
1982: 31–39) or, still within non-Pama-Nyungan, the Kunwinjku dialect 
of Mayali, which has four genders, comprising I masculine, II feminine, 
III vegetable and IV neuter (Evans et al. 2002: 116). Consider the Worora 
examples in (25):
(25) Worora
Positive Negative 3sg personal pronoun
Masculine ˈindja ˈkaui Male human beings and important 
animals (but also ‘moon’, ‘spear’, etc.)
Feminine ˈnijina ˈnjuŋgi Female human beings and important 
animals (but also ‘sun’, ‘whale’, etc.)
Neuter1 ˈwuna ˈkui Less important animals and inanimate 
objects
Neuter2 ˈmana ˈmaui Less important animals and inanimate 
objects
Worora has overt gender on the noun and marks gender agreement on 
verbs, adjectives and pronouns (exemplified in (25) with the positive vs. 
negative 3sg forms).23 As shown in (25), the masculine and feminine gen-
ders have a semantic core, but also a substantial portion of idiosyncratically 
assigned lexemes. In the masculine gender several nouns are found that 
denote objects which can be in some way associated with manliness (e.g. 
tji ˈnælja ‘spear’, ˈadja ‘rain’, ˈkʌnʌmʌri ‘shark’), as well as the word for ‘moon’ 
(ˈkunjila), whereas ˈmʌrʌŋunja ‘sun’ is feminine (a polarity widely attested 
cross-linguistically; cf. Lazzeroni 1993: 82, Aikhenvald 2000: 23). On the 
other hand, no semantic criterion is at work to discriminate between the two 
neuters (Love 2000: 21). The semantics here are the same, as (nearly) syn-
onymous words are assigned to either of the two genders for non-humans: 
e.g. bi ˈnalu ‘ash’ is neuter1 whereas pimbi ˈnʌlba, also ‘ash’, is neuter2; ˈanu 
23 More precisely, consistent overt gender is to be found on feminine nouns, as they all end 
in -nja or -dja (Love 2000: 21). For the remaining three genders there are simply statistical 
correlations with the phonological shape of the word (Dixon 2002: 476): about 50 per cent 
of masculine nouns ends in -ya or -i, about 80 per cent of neuter1 nouns (called wuna-
nouns by the natives) ends in -b, -ba, -m or -ma, while about 55 per cent of neuter2 nouns 
(called mana-nouns) ends in -gu or -u.
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‘dog tail’ is neuter1 but kur ˈmedb ‘tail (of a kangaroo)’ is neuter2, and so on. 
The only reliable criterion is phonological: the nouns assigned to neuter2 
end in a labial consonant, possibly followed by -a, whereas nouns ending 
in non-labial consonants (possibly followed by -u) are neuter1. As observed 
by Dixon (2002: 476), this parallels the phonology of gender agreement, 
which is realized on most adjectives through affixal morphology whose 
phonological shape is respectively ma-base-m(a) for neuter1 vs. wu-base-
(u) for neuter2. Ungarinjin too has exponents of gender agreement phono-
logically similar to the Worora ones, though no cues whatsoever of overt 
gender are found on Ungarinjin nouns, neither for the two neuters nor 
elsewhere in the gender system (cf. Rumsey 1982: 31, 39–41).
 The lack of a semantic criterion for assigning nouns to either of the 
two neuters distinguishes the Worora system from the one we have come 
up with for our Italo-Romance dialects, where a straightforward semantic 
characterization is found for the mass neuter, and also the alternating neu-
ter can be defined, at least in a first stage, in loosely semantic terms (see 
(27) below). The existence of a semantic distinction between the two neu-
ters makes our Romance four-gender systems more similar to the one of 
Burushaski, mentioned above in (1). A further similarity is the possibility 
for gender recategorization of some roots/lexemes. For instance, in Buru-
shaski the same root (e.g. bayú ‘salt’, or -úl ‘intestine’) can form nouns of 
either (non-human) gender (cf. Lorimer 1935: 14–25; Berger 1998: 81–82, 
100–102; Grune 1998: 3):
 (26) Count Mass
bayú (neuter1) ‘lump of rock salt’  ≠ (neuter2) ‘salt’
-úl ‘intestine (neuter1) of living animal’  ≠  (neuter2) ‘. . . of dead 
animal’
A  comparable double categorization is to be found with some lexemes 
(e.g. ‘iron’, see (20) and n. 20) in Central-Southern Italo-Romance dialects. 
The difference is that in Romance the count option corresponds to mas-
culine, rather than to the second neuter gender, which is possible because 
Romance gender is semantically largely idiosyncratic, in keeping with the 
general situation of Indo-European languages.24
24 On the contrary, as said in section 1 (see (1)), the Burushaski system is semantically 
based, since there is a biunique correspondence on the one hand between nouns denoting 
humans of either sex and the masculine/feminine genders respectively, and a (tendentially) 
biunique correspondence on the other hand between nouns denoting count objects and 
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4.4. The rise of the four-gender system
Let us now revert to the IE language-family, to see how the four-gender 
systems we have described fit into the overall IE picture seen in (5) above. 
We have seen that the three inherited genders tend, if anything, to reduce 
across the IE languages, and becoming four admittedly seems, at first 
glance, to be quite the opposite development. Yet, it can be argued that 
the change that led to the four-gender system of Central-Southern Italo-
Romance is actually part of one and the same drift as the one that led to the 
modern systems of French, Italian or Spanish (type (5b-i), exemplified with 
Sardinian in (8) above). Here the three-gender system shrunk through the 
demise of the neuter, whose members were reassigned to either the mas-
culine or the feminine.25
 In our dialects too, one has to assume a break-up of the Latin neuter: 
this, however, did not just dissolve, it rather split into two distinct new 
genders, viz. those we have called alternating neuter vs. mass neuter in (22) 
and (23). These both selectively inherited formal and functional features of 
the Latin neuter.
 As for the semantics, the neuter had become in Latin a partly idiosyn-
cratic gender, containing even nouns denoting human beings, like e.g. 
scortum ‘prostitute’, synonymous with (feminine) meretrix. Yet, there were 
two large semantic clusters, which Belardi (1950: 208) labelled synthetic vs. 
analytical collective, as shown in (27a–b). The former label refers to mass 
nouns like mel ‘honey’, the latter to pluralia tantum or, more loosely, plurals 
denoting sets of weakly differentiated parts, as exemplified by pecua, which 
is morphosyntactically a plural (of pecu ‘domestic animal’) but just means 
‘herd, flock’.
 Of course, there were also Latin countable nouns that were assigned 
neuter gender (e.g. collum ‘neck’, tectum ‘roof ’, etc., (27c)), but in the Latin-
Romance transition those countable lexemes were normally recategorized 
as masculine (see n. 25), whereas this was not the case for collectives of the 
animals vs. mass nouns and the two neuter genders. To be sure, some idiosyncrasies in 
gender assignment are found in Burushaski too, since for certain object-denoting nouns the 
assignment to either of the two neuters is not the one we would predict from the semantics. 
The handful of exceptions include e.g. íram ‘cream’ (neuter1 though mass), or ha ‘house’, 
asgór ‘flower’ (neuter2 though count, at least in our culture).25 While the former was the default option (e.g. folium > It. foglio ‘sheet(M) (of paper)’), 
the latter change took place in case an originally inflectional -a plural was lexicalized as the 
new base of a distinct lexeme (e.g. folia > It. foglia ‘leaf (F)’).
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two kinds, which at a first transitional stage (27ii) must have stuck to the 
neuter.26 In a further diachronic step, then, which is (partly) preserved to 
this day in the Italo-Romance dialects of the Centre-South, the two cen-
tral semantic clusters of the Latin neuter split ((27iii)), yielding the two 
neuters:27 the mass neuter inherits the ‘synthetic collective’ semantic value 
whereas the alternating neuter inherits what Belardi calls the ‘analytical 
collective’ one. Many of the nouns in this class, in fact, are captured by the 
‘common semantic denominator’ Acquaviva proposes for all the different 
subclasses of modern standard Italian lexemes (exemplified in (12)) which 
retained the alternating pattern braccio/braccia:
the parts making up the denotation [of -a plurals] are conceptualized as 
undifferentiated, in different ways according to the lexical semantics of the 
noun. (Acquaviva 2008: 153)
This description – Acquaviva argues – applies equally well to ‘eggs’, meas-
ure words, collectives like mura ‘walls’, cohesive aggregates like body 
parts, etc. But although the circumstance of having a plural that matches 
the above semantic definition might well have helped inclusion (or reten-
tion) of a given lexeme in the alternating neuter gender, the evidence from 
26 This is the crucial claim laid out in the present article, against the vulgata in historical 
Romance linguistics, according to which the neuter gender dissolved as such already in the 
late Latin/Proto-Romance stage. One notable exception is Kuryłowicz (1964: 212), according 
to whom in an early (pre-documentary) period Italian still had a tripartite gender system, 
including a neuter, whose exponents on adjectives and articles were -o sg./-a pl.
27 See Lorenzetti (1995: 81–117) for an application of Belardi’s distinction to the fate of the 
Latin neuter in Central-Southern Italo-Romance dialects. There is evidence that the split 
of the neuter ((27iii)) might have occurred more generally across Romance (perhaps at a 
late stage of PRom), as all Romance branches still show both remnants of neuter (singular) 
agreement (in default contexts), as well as remnants of neuter (plural) agreement with 
outcomes of Latin -a plurals. Discussion of this comparative evidence would exceed the 
scope of the present article.
(27) i. Latin > ii. PRom > iii. C-S Italo-Romance 
a. synthetic 
collective
illud 
mel
‘honey’
neuter
(mass) neuter
b. analytical 
collective
illa 
pecua
‘the flock’ alternating neuter 
c. countable 
nouns
illud 
tectum
‘the roof ’ to the masculine
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Central-Southern Italo-Romance dialects clearly shows that this was never 
a necessary condition. What unites all nouns which display the alternating 
agreement pattern in those dialects is not (anymore) a common semantic 
denominator but simply the fact that they share a common gender agree-
ment pattern, and hence satisfy the definition of gender in (7a). That the 
semantics is non-criterial here is easily demonstrated by the lists of alter-
nating neuter lexemes provided e.g. for Molfetta by Merlo (1917a: 81–83), 
where one finds not only body parts (like u diʃ әtә, rә ddεʃ әtәrә ‘the finger, 
-s’), or nouns whose plural have a mass interpretation (like u tʃәrәvieddә, 
rә ttʃәrәveddәrә ‘the brain,-s’), but also a great number of nouns denoting 
countable objects ((28a)) – whose plurals cannot possibly be conceptual-
ized as denoting sets of “weakly individualized referents” (Acquaviva 2004: 
262) – and even nouns denoting animate referents ((28b)):28
 (28) Molfettese
 Singular Plural
a. u kәrtieddә rә kkәrteddәrә ‘the knife, -s’
 u liettә rә llettәrә ‘the bed, -s’
 u trajainә rә ttrajεnәrә ‘the cart, -s’
 u vardieddә rә vvardeddәrә ‘the pack-saddle, -s’
b. u ɡardiәddә rә ɡɡardeddәrә ‘the cock, -s’
 u ɡattuddә rә ɡɡattɔddәrә ‘the kitten, -s’
 u pәrtʃainә rә ppәrtʃεnәrә ‘the chick, -s’
 u tʃuttʃә rә ttʃɔttʃәrә ‘the donkey, -s’
In some dialects of Central-Southern Italy, furthermore, the alternating 
neuter (and the noun inflection classes correlating with it) attracted nouns 
denoting not only animate referents but even human beings, thus becom-
ing conventionalized (i.e. semantically idiosyncratical). A case in point is 
that of the dialect of Agnone (Molise), whose four-gender system is sche-
matized in (29):
(29) Agnonese
Singular Plural
n lә mɔi̯lә ∅ ‘honey’
m ru kafeu̯nә rә kafiu̯nә ‘the peasant, -s’
a ru lәndzuo̯rә lә lәndzeu̯rɐ ‘the bed-sheet, -s’
f la volpә lә vulpә ‘the fox, -es’
28 The same applies to the data seen in section 4.1, above: for instance, in Aviglianese 
((14c–d)), the words for ‘vegetable garden’ and ‘thunder’ belong in this gender class.
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While in (29) the alternating neuter is exemplified with the word for ‘bed-
sheet’ (and one could add the usual suspects, including e.g. r uo̯vә, l eu̯wɐ 
‘the egg, -s’, names of body parts like ru jәnuo̯ccә, lә jәnɔccәrɐ ‘the knee, -s’, 
etc.), (30) shows that the words for ‘wolf ’, ‘bear’ and even ‘husband’ and 
‘snotty-nosed (lad)’ belong in this gender class too (cf. Ziccardi 1910: 426, 
Meo 2003: 127, 134, 241; variation in the form of the (alternating) definite 
article is purely phonological):
(30) Agnonese
Sin gular Plural
ru liu̯pә lә lopәrɐ ‘the wolf, -ves’
l urtsә l ortsәrɐ ‘the bear, -s’
ru maroi̯tә lә maretәrɐ ‘husband’
ru farfiu̯sә lә farfosәrɐ ‘snotty-nosed (lad)’
To conclude on this point, while there might have been some tendency for 
Latin neuters to stay in the alternating gender (rather than migrate into 
the masculine) in case they had the semantics described in (27b), this was 
by no means a necessary requirement. In order to characterize this (Italo-
Romance) gender, we rather have to resort to morphosyntactic properties, 
viz. the agreement pattern they trigger on associated words.
 In this domain too, the two Italo-Romance neuter genders provide evi-
dence for the split inheritance of Latin neuter morphological structures, as 
seen with the etymological sources of the definite articles in (31) and (32):
(31) Late Latin, Stage 1
Singular Plural
m illu(m) locu(m) illi loci ‘the place, -s’
f illa(m) mensa(m) illae/illaec mensae ‘the table, -s’
n illu(d)/*illoc membru(m)mel
illa/illaec membra ‘the limb, -s’
‘(the) honey’
(32) Late Latin, Stage 2
Singular Plural
m illu(m) locu(m) illi loci ‘the place, -s’
f illa(m) mensa(m) illae/illaec mensae ‘the table, -s’
n1 illu(d)/*illoc membru(m) illa/illaec membra ‘the limb, -s’
n2 illu(d)/*illoc mel ‘(the) honey’
In a first stage (31), that we can call Late Latin 1, the gender system is still 
the familiar tripartite one, but the agreeing determiner (article) paradigms 
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show several non-functional cell-mates (i.e. couples of inflectional word 
forms in free variation),29 partly inherited, partly due to analogical innova-
tion. In the plural, illaec had been competing with illa ever since the 
archaic period (Plautus, third century BC). There are several occurrences 
of npl illaec (v. ThLL VII 370–371): e.g. cum illaec sic facit ‘while he makes 
this’ (lit. ‘those things that way’; Pl. Cist. 290); ubi illaec quae dedi ante 
‘where are those (it refers back to duo talenta ‘two talents(n)’) that I gave 
before?’ (Pl. As. 196); sumne ego mulier misera, quae illaec audio? ‘aren’t I a 
poor woman, since I have to listen to those things?’ (Pl. As. 196). The same 
neuter plural morphology is attested for iste ‘this’ too: ioculo istaec dicit 
‘he says those things as a joke’ (Pl. St. 24). The feminine nominative plural 
illaec occurs in Pl. Cur. 398: illaec catapultae ad me crebro commeant ‘those 
catapults often bomb me’.
 Neuter singular *illoc, on the other hand, competing with classical 
illud, is not attested but must be reconstructed (cf. Merlo 1906–1907, 
1917a) given two pieces of evidence from the Romance outcomes: first, final 
-o in the neuter determiner endings in dialects like Treiese (see e.g. o pa 
‘the bread’ in (23)); secondly, RF in dialects like Aviglianese (see ru ppwanә 
‘the bread’ in (22), Molfettese (see rә ffie̯rrә ‘iron’ in (20)), or Neapolitan, 
whose gender system is schematized in (33) (cf. Merlo 1917b: 105–111):
(33) Neapolitan
Singular Plural
n. o ffjerrә ‘iron’ (mass)
m. o fjerrә e fjerrә ‘the iron, -s’ (count.)
a. o lavrә e llavrә ‘the lip, -s’
f. a krotʃә e kkrutʃә ‘the cross, -es’
In present-day Neapolitan, the forms of the definite article are phonetic-
ally identical (o) for the masculine singular and the (mass) neuter, except 
that the latter, unlike the former, causes RF (o ffjerrә ‘iron’). Classical Latin 
illud would account for this phonological property of southern dialects 
(since final -d became assimilated in sandhi, just like final -c), but could 
29 These are traditionally labelled ‘doublets’, but the term is ambiguous, being also used for 
non-synonymous lexemes with shared etymology (cf. the discussion by Thornton 2009). 
Therefore, we propose to call cell-mates any two (or more) distinct forms realizing the same 
cell in one and the same inflectional paradigm (e.g. illa/illaec for the cell defined by the 
morphosyntactic feature values ‘nominative/accusative neuter plural’ in (31)).
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not possibly account for the -o vs. -u distinction in (23), since short final -u 
should have developed the same way as in the masculine form illum (pace 
Lüdtke 1965; compelling arguments against Lüdtke’s view are provided by 
Campanile 1973). On the other hand, an analogical *illoc, built on the 
model of hoc, accounts for all facts. That new pronominal forms were 
indeed formed on the analogy of hoc is demonstrated by istoc (alongside 
classical istud), documented again in Pl. Bac. 382 (cf. Merlo 1917a: 92).
 The rise of analogical forms such as *illoc in late Latin, as well as the 
increased vitality of illaec, flies in the face of recent analyses by generative 
syntacticians who claim (in one form or other) that neuter was no longer a 
real gender in Latin (e.g. Pescarini 2008, Pomino & Stark 2007). Such ana-
lyses appeal to the fact that, in classical Latin, neuter plural bon-a has an 
ending which is not biuniquely dedicated: for instance, it also occurs in the 
feminine singular. Ultimately, confusion between gender and inflectional 
class is at play here: true, in the neuter (agreement) paradigm there were 
forms like bon-u-m, bon-a(-m), but there were also, in other inflectional 
classes, id, quod, quid, istud, illud, hoc, haec, which were dedicated forms. 
Some of these even provided the model for analogical innovations, such as 
*illoc, that must be reconstructed, as we saw, on the evidence from Central-
Southern Italian (as well as Asturian dialects of Ibero-Romance: cf. Lopor-
caro 2009b). Clearly, neuter agreement morphology was still developing 
innovations until a late stage in the Latin-Romance transition.
 In the later development of the Italo-Romance varieties under discus-
sion, a further step in this transition can be reconstructed as shown in 
(32). The neuter split into two distinct genders, of which we have already 
seen the semantic characterization in (27). These are genders on a par with 
masculine and feminine, not subgenders of the kind familiar from e.g. the 
Slavic languages (see section 2). In a seemingly paradoxical way, the reason 
why our Italo-Romance dialects must be ascribed a more complex (main) 
gender system than Slavic languages such as Russian is the lesser overall 
complexity of Romance, as opposed to Slavic, nominal inflection. In a lan-
guage like Russian, noun inflection is a strong predictor of gender (Corbett 
1982: 215–227, Corbett 1991: 34–43). Now, there are several inflectional end-
ings shared by [±animate] masculine nouns which therefore as a whole 
satisfy the definition of an inflectional class in (7b) (and since the language 
has by and large overt gender, this also carries over to gender, as is indeed 
reflected in target agreement). In fact, [±animate] inflection in both nouns 
and agreeing words part ways only in the accusative ending. All this is 
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made possible by the rich nominal inflection of Russian (and most Slavic 
languages). In other words:
Subgender appears to be intimately connected with case, because the pres-
ence of case features means that it occurs only in a minimal subset of the 
paradigm. (Brown 1998: 220)
This prerequisite is missing in Romance: in the systems under discussion 
here there is, as it were, not enough morphological room for a layered 
structuring of the gender (and subgender) distinctions, so that for instance 
in (23) (Treiese) there is just a binary contrast between u ka ‘the.m dog(m)’ 
and o pa ‘the.n bread(n)’.
 With the split of the Latin neuter into two distinct genders, a selec-
tion of the available neuter agreement forms, formerly in free variation, 
took place, as shown in (32). In the singular, the two former variants get 
specialized: *illoc develops into the marker of the mass neuter, whereas 
illud specializes as a marker of what was going to become the alternating 
neuter. The first step towards the establishment of this alternating neuter 
gender was taken as illud merged with masculine illum, through dele-
tion of the final consonant. The modern outcome of this diachronic devel-
opment, as we saw in (20), (22), (23), (29) and (33), is a four-gender system 
with, among others, a controller gender of the Romanian type. However, 
at stage (32), this is not yet the case, since what was later to become an 
alternating gender (still) had dedicated plural agreement forms. This situa-
tion persisted well into the documented history of the Romance languages, 
as becomes apparent as soon as we consider Old Neapolitan (thirteenth 
to fifteenth centuries), and compare it with the modern dialect data seen 
above in (33). Here is a sketch of the gender system in the Medieval variety 
(after Formentin 1998: 292 n. 844, 304, 315–319):30
30 While dividing lines in (34) denote contrasts between agreement targets, a dotted line 
in the plural separates nouns such as vrazzo ‘arm’ – whose plural vrazza can take at that 
diachronic stage either a dedicated plural agreement form (la, for the article) or a feminine 
form (lle) in free variation – from feminine nouns which categorically select the latter. 
Parenthesized initial consonants in (34) stand for the application of RF, brought about by 
the neuter2 and the feminine plural articles, that was first explained by Merlo (1906–1907, 
1917a) by assuming the etyma *illoc and illaec respectively. Here, none of the conceivable 
alternatives – illae, illas, or hybrid *illaes – could possibly account for RF. Although RF 
is only desultorily reflected in Old Neapolitan texts, it can be reconstructed crossing the 
written evidence with the reconstructive argument provided by the correlation between 
preservation of geminate ll and the application of RF itself (cf. Formentin 1994).
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(34) Old Neapolitan
Singular Plural
n2 llo (b)bene ‘the wealth’
m lo nimico li nimice ‘the enemy, -ies’
n1
(>a)
lo vrazzo la
lle
vrazza/
(b)brazza
‘the arm, -s’
f la donna lle (d)donne ‘the lady, -ies’
In the modern dialect, the feminine plural article is an outcome of illaec, 
attested in Latin as a rarer variant competing with classic illae (see above). 
For the neuter1 plural, on the other hand, the competition was between 
illa and illaec: while the latter was homophonous with the feminine 
plural non-classical form which eventually won out in Neapolitan (see in 
(33) e kkrutʃә < illaec cruces ‘the crosses(f)’ = e llavrә < illaec labra 
‘the lips(a)’), the former was peculiar to the neuter. In other words, as long 
as la < illa (and similar neuter plural agreeing forms) persisted, the Cen-
tral-Southern neuter had not reduced yet to a controller gender, but still 
remained a target gender. That this was indeed the case at least until the 
end of the Middle Ages is shown by examples like the following:
 (35)  Bagni di Pozzuoli (cf. Pelaez 1928) Old Neapolitan, late 13th–early 14th c.
doglla face a la latora 243 ‘it causes pain in the sides’, sola chesta locora 
ne poteno sanare 15 ‘only (adj.) these places can cure us’, chesta bagnora 
103 ‘these baths’, chesta dicta omnia 64 ‘all these things said (until now)’, 
trovano sua disia 200 ‘find (satisfaction to) their wishes’
The data stem from a late thirteenth century text, but similar examples 
occur even later, as shown by Formentin (1998: 292–293; from the Ricordi 
by Loise De Rosa, fifteenth century Neapolitan, 58v6):
 (36) se no l-a mur-a non so bell-e, tutt-e l-e
if not the-npl wall(n1)-pl not be.prs.3pl beautiful-f.pl all-f.pl the-f.pl
altr-e so mirabbelemente.
other-f.pl be.prs.3pl wonderful
‘Even if the walls are not beautiful, all other (things) are wonderful.’
As shown in (36), at that stage (and even later) one still finds plural verbal 
agreement with NPs like la vrazza in (34). This demonstrates unambigu-
ously that la, chesta etc. are dedicated plural agreement markers of a target 
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 gender that can be labelled, at that stage, just as neuter1, to distinguish it 
from neuter2.31 The neuter1, as we saw above (and as confirmed by the vac-
illation la/le with mura in (36)), was already in the process of becoming an 
alternating (controller) gender – hence the abbreviations ‘n (> a)’ in (34) – 
as its singular forms had long merged with the masculine. But the process 
did not reach completion until the feminine plural markers (ONeap lle > 
MNeap e) became generalized eventually ousting la (< illa).
 To sum up, the diachronic reconstruction put forward here can be sche-
matized as in (37). The split of the Latin neuter, still reflected in Old Nea-
politan, is shown in (37b). At this stage, the system consists of four target 
genders, with masculine and feminine contrasting with a neuter1, which 
basically includes nouns that designate inanimate countables (largely, but 
not exclusively, with weakly individuated plurals, see (27)), contrasting 
with a neuter2, to which (singular) mass nouns are assigned. Neuter1 still 
has dedicated agreement forms in the plural, though the feminine ones 
can already be used as an alternative, as indicated by the association lines 
between singular and plural in (37b). Then, in a further step, the system in 
(37b), with four distinct target genders, eventually simplified into the mod-
ern one (37c), with four controller genders, via the demise of the dedicated 
a-agreement forms in articles, determiners and adjectives.
5. Conclusion
Note that the evidence discussed in section 4 has been known to Romance 
scholars for a long time: yet, both the mass neuter and the plural a-agree-
ment forms (like the article la and the demonstrative chesta) in (35) and 
31 Similar instances of plural verbal agreement co-occurring with neuter plural nominal 
inflection can be spotted also, although more sparingly, in other Romance branches, like 
Old French or Old Florentine (cf. Faraoni et al. to appear).
(37) a. Latin b. Old C-S dialects c. Modern C-S dialects
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
n -um -a n2 llo n lo
m -us -i m lo li m lu li
f -a -ae n1 la a
lef la lle f la
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(36) were usually lumped together into one and the same category ‘rem-
nants of the Latin neuter’. Of course, diachronically both indeed are. But 
synchronically, at this medieval stage we are facing two distinct agreement 
patterns, triggered by two complementary classes of lexemes/controllers. 
Which means, two distinct genders.
 To conclude, then, there are some general lessons to be drawn from the 
development of the gender system in Central-Southern Italo-Romance. 
The first is that the overall morphological complexity of the nominal inflec-
tional paradigms of the language may correlate negatively with the overall 
complexity of the gender-contrast system: in the final analysis, the reason 
why we have to recognize four distinct genders in the Italo-Romance dia-
lects of the Centre-South is that their inflectional morphology is not so 
rich as to allow for a layered grouping of agreement markers in genders 
and subgenders of the kind displayed by the Slavic languages.
 A  second lesson is that, as odd as it may seem, given an inherited 
three-gender system, becoming four can be a transitory step along the way 
towards becoming two. In other words, despite appearances, the split of 
the (late) Latin neuter is a sign of instability that can be understood against 
the general background of the familiar drift towards reduction of gender 
categories in IE, seen above in (5).
 Finally, the third lesson is that the change from target to controller gen-
der – as seen in (37) – may also occur as an intermediate step on this path 
(as emphasized for IE languages by Igartua 2006: 58), since a controller 
gender, lacking dedicated agreement morphemes, is less salient. In our 
case, indeed, its salience was so limited that it was overlooked by legions 
of previous researchers for more than a century, since nobody, among the 
many who studied the dialects at issue, ever realized before that they pro-
vide robust evidence against the widely held opinion (see section 1) that 
four-gender systems are unattested in IE.
Abbreviations
a alternating
abs absolutive
acc accusative
C-S Central-Southern
def definite
do direct object
f feminine
io indirect object
impf imperfect
loc locative
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m masculine
MNeap Modern Neapolitan
n neuter
nom nominative
OGr Old Greek
OIA Old Indo-Aryan
OInd Old Indian
ONeap Old Neapolitan
(P)IE (Proto-)Indo-European
pl plural
PRom Proto-Romance
prs present
prtv partitive
ptp past participle
RF  Raddoppiamento 
Fonosintattico
sg singular
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